
Lesson 17: Color Magic

The most common method of color magic used is candle magic. Candle magic is not 
the only way to work color magic, however.

A good place to look for color correspondences is the seven days of the week, the 
seven main planets of old: Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn. (This 
information is available in the handouts.)  
 
Get the basic colors of those planets into your consciousness, and what each of those 
planets represents, and you’ll always know which colors to use.  
 
For instance, if you’re doing a money spell, you would use the Sun if you need money 
and you have none, you would use Jupiter if you want to expand on the money that 
you already have. To increase your prosperity consciousness, use gold and sun 
yellows. Of course, green can also be used for money.  

Odd numbers always represent change and motion. An even number of things in a 
spell would be for binding or stopping something, or for maintaining status-quo.  
 
in general. When you’re first starting to do spell work, you most often will be looking 
to create change, so use odd numbers of ingredients. In candle spells, either a single 
candle or an odd number of candles on your altar.

In the money example, if you're going to work with the powers of the sun, you’d begin 
your spell on a Sunday. Since you’re wanting to create more money, you would choose 
the waxing moon for increase.  You would use an orange, gold, or yellow candle.

First, anoint and bless your candle. You can use plain olive oil, put a little dab in the 
palm of your hand, start at the center of your candle and anoint upwards, to the wick, 
including the wick, then start from the center again and go down, anoint it from the 
center down, all the way to the base of the candle.  
 
Hold in your mind what your purpose is. If you have a phrase, chant, or affirmation 
while you’re anointing this candle, so much the better. Then use a nail to scratch into 
the candle what you desire. You can use a magical script if you desire.  
 
Make sure you write this all down in your book of shadows, your phrase and what 
you wrote on the candle, exactly what you did, when you did it, what day of the week 
it was, what the phase of the moon was, what used to anoint your candle with, what 
the words were that you used, what time of day it was, the planetary hour, etc.

If you’re doing your spell in a circle, cast your circle first. Otherwise, just ground and 
center and conjure your orb of light.  
 
Light the candle and see the color of the candle enveloping you completely. Your orb 
of light becomes filled with that color so that, in our example spell, you are in an orb 
of gold. You then visualize what you want. You see it happening, as you chant your 
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chant, if any.  
 
Visualize for as long as is comfortable but don’t strain. Once you’re done, simply 
relax and see if you get any kind of impression. Make a note of anything that you get. 
If you’ve called on deities, spirits, or angels, you might do some libations, have some 
cakes and wine, and just relax.  
 
If you’re in a circle, take it down, and then snuff out or pinch out your candle. If 
you've done the circle the first night, you don't have to cast one for subsequent 
nights.  
 
The next night, light your candle and briefly after you’ve grounded, centered, and 
done the orb of light meditation, fill up your orb of light with that same color and do 
your visualization again and say that same chant for a few minutes. Do this on an odd 
number of nights, pre-determined.  
 
If your goal is a little stretch for you, try three or five nights. If your goal is a bigger, 
stretch, maybe try nine nights.  
 
If your goal is a major life change, work your spell for twenty-one nights in a row.  
 
Once you’ve finished casting, let your candle burn down and out by itself. Do not 
leave a candle unattended.  

What if you don't have a candle? You can do the same orb of light meditation without 
a candle. Instead of inscribing on a candle, you can use a colored piece of paper or 
white paper with colored ink.  
 
You could have gold paper with black or red or green ink, or you could use white 
paper with gold ink. Wear some gold clothing, tie some gold ribbon around your 
wrist, whatever you can do to see gold.  
 
If you want to make a talisman, you could make an herb bag with a stone or crystal 
that corresponds to your desire. If you're making a money bag for instance, use an 
odd number of ingredients. You can add money stones, money herbs, a dollar, and 
anoint your bag with olive oil.  
 
Scott Cunningham's books on magical herbs, stones, and aromatherapy will be very 
helpful. Then build a thoughtform, just like in the thoughtform class and charge your 
bag or talisman with that thoughtform. 

You can put a thoughtform into your candle prior to burning it. Program it so that 
when the candle burns down and out, the thoughtform is released to go into the 
causative plane and manifest.

Disposing of relics: Once you’re done, you’re going to have some leftovers. If you’ve 
used a candle or some incense, you’re going to have some ashes and some wax. 
There might have been clothing you wore to be in tune with the color. Whatever it is, 
(if it’s not a talisman that you've charged to carry with you, to be a magnet for 
something), it’s called a relic.  
 
In the recordings, I’m still of the point of view that you should bury relics. I no longer 
subscribe to this practice. I now simply dispose of relics like I would with any refuse. 
Recycle it properly if possible.  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You can use color magic less formally simply by deciding the color clothing you're 
going to wear that day, and putting a thought form into action via the color you are 
wearing.
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